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default the plaintiffs will be entitled to have the
misuse; remedied by the Court at the cost of the 
defendants and to execute the decree for the amount 
of damages. The plaintiffs will get half their costs 
of the first Court and the defendants will get half 
their costs in the lower appellate Court. Parties will 
bear their own costs of the second appeal.

A g a r w a l a , J-— I agree.
A ffea l allowed in fart.
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TARA PEASAD BALIASBY

B A IJN A TH  PEASAD BALIASEY."^

Arhitration— Code of Givil Procedure^ 1908 ( i c t  F of 
1908), Schedule 11, paragraphs 5 and VI— agreement to refer 
— refusal to act hy one or more of the named arbitrators— no 
'provision in agreement for such a case—Court, pow er of, to 
make a reference under paragraph 11—  paragraph b, appli- 
(lahiUty of.

There is some difference between tiie procedure that is 
to b e  fo llo w e d  wliere t lie  reference -to arbitration is made in 
a pending s u i t . and where there is a mere agreement for 
reference to arbitration 'which is sought to be jBled in Court. 
In  the latter case the Court canBot go beyond .the terms of 
the ag T eem en t; a n d  if it specifies 'th e  persons who; are to be 
appointed arbitrators and makes no provision for the case 
where the arbitrators refuse to act, the Court cannot substi
tute in the place of the named arbitrators certain other 
persons.

In  such a case the agreement becomes void and of no 
effect and the Court has no jurisdiction, under paragraph 17(4} 
of the Second Schedule to the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908,
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W40. to make an order of reference. Paragraph 5 can come into 
;T'~— ' play only after there has been an order of reference made by 

Peâ ad Court nnder paragraph 17.

Balusm M uthyala N arayanappa v. M uthyala Ram Ghandf.appa{l),
BajSath H am id y. H aji Ahdul Aziz{^) and B ajani K anta
pjEASAD K arati t .  Panchanan K am tii^ ), followed.

Bamasst. Bliagwan Das y. GurdayaH^} and Fazo^l Ila h i v. Pfafj
N ardni^), not followed.

Zaliur Ahmad v. Taslim-un-nissa{^) and Pestonjee Nzissur- 
wanjee v. Manockjee and Go.C^), distinguished.

Appeal by the applicants.

The facts of the case material to this report are 
set out in the judgment of Chatterji, J.

Dr. D. N. Mitter and Girendra C. Banerji, for 
the appellants.

B. C. Be and D. JV. Varma, for the respondents.

C h a tte u ji, J.— This is an appeal from an order 
refusing to make a reference to arbitration on the 
appellants' application under paragraph 17, Second 
Schedule, Code of Civir Procedure. The appellant 
no. 1, who is  the father of the other appellants, is the 
elder brother of respondent no. 1 of whom the other 
respondents are the sons. The parties are members 
of a joint Mitakshara family. The application 
under paragraph 17 was to the effect that there was 
an agreement, dated the 11th of May, 1937, between 
the appellant no. 1 and the respondent no. 1 to refer 
their disputes regarding the division of their joint 
family properties to the arbitration of four gentle
men named in the agreement. There was some 
attempt by the arbitrators to carry on the arbitration,

(1) (1980) I. Li. R. 54 M&d, 469.
(2) (1938) I. L. E. 9 Luck. 321.
(3)1. L. E. [1937] 2 Oal; ^
(4̂  (1921) 19 AJl. L. J. 828.
(5) (1922) I. L. R. 44 AU. 523.
(6) (1925) I. L. R. 48 AU. 27.

(7) (1888) 12 Moo. I. A. 112.
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but owing to the laches of the parties they could not 
proceed in the matter. Afterwards the respondents 
filed a partition suit (no. 1 of 1938) against the Peasad 
appellants. Thereupon the appellants presented b̂ lusby 
their application under paragraph 17 praying that the baukaih 
agreement, dated the 11th of May, 1937, be filed in Phasad 
Court, '

The application was opposed on various grounds,
the most important of which is that the arbitrators 
refused to act and give their award. At the hearing 
three of the arbitrators gave evidence in support of 
the respondents’ version. The learned Subordinate 
Judge, accepting their version, dismissed the appli
cation.

Dr. D. N. Mitter, on behalf of the appellants, 
contends that the grounds on which the Court below 
has refused to make the order of reference were not 
sufficient within the meaning of paragraph 17 of the 
Second Schedule of the Code of Civil Procedure. The 
relevant portion of that paragraph is clause (4), which 
is as follows;

“  Where no sufficient cause is shown, the Court shall order the 
agreement to ibe filed and shall make an order of reference to the 
arbitrator appointed in accordance with the pro-visions of agreement 
or, if there is no such provision and the parties cannot: agree, the 
Court may appoint an arbitrator.”

Dr. Mitter’ s contention is that  ̂ ' ‘ sufficient 
cause ” under this clause does not contemplate the 
position that has arisen in the present case i Accord
ing to him, the Court, when it found that there was a 
valid agreement, was bound to make a reference, imd 
he suggests that, although some of the arbitrators are 
not willing to proceed with the arbitration, the Court 
may, in exercise of its powers under paragraph 5 of 
the same Schedule of the Code of Civil Procedure, 
appoint new arbitrators in their place. It will be 
necessary here to refer to paragraph 5 which provides, 
among other things, that where an arbitrator refuses 
pr neglects to act or becomes incapable of acting, an;ĵ
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party may serve the other party or the arbitrators, as 
Tara the case may be, with a written notice to appoint an 

Pbasajd arbitrator and then if, within seven clear days after 
Baiusey notice has been served or such further time as 
Baijnath the Court may in each case allow, no a,rbitrator is 
Peasad appointed, the Court may, on application by the 

Bauasey. prjpî y gave the notice, and after giving the other 
Ohatteeji. party an opportunity of being heard, appoint an 

arbitrator.
It is, however, to be observed that paragraphs 

to 16 of the Second Schedule relate to “  arbitration in 
suits” , whereas paragraphs 17 to 19 relate to 
“ Order of reference on agreements to refer It 
cannot be seriously disputed that there is some 
difference between the procedure that is to be followed 
where the reference to arbitration is made in a pend
ing suit and where there is a mere agreement for 
reference to arbitration which is sought to be filed in 
Court. In the latter case the Court obviously cannot 
go bevond the terms of the agreement, a,nd if it speci
fies the persons who are to be appointed arbitrators 
and makes no provision for the case where the arbi
trators refuse to act, the Court cannot substitute in 
the place of the named arbitrators certain other 
persons, Clause (4) of paragraph 17, which I have 
already quoted, makes it clear that the reference 
should be made to the arbitrator appointed in 
accordance with the provisions of the agreement 
In the present case four persons were specifically 
named as arbitrators in the agreement. That being 
.so, I do not see how in the face of the clear provision 
of clause (4) of paragraph 17 a Court can substitute 
anybody else in their place;

Dr, Mitter invites our attention to paragraph 19 
of the same Schedule of the Code of Civil Procedure, 
which runs as follows

The fcrBgoing pro'visions, : so far as thev are coB-sistent witlv any 
agreement filed imd^r paragraph 17, shall be applicable to all pro
ceedings under the order of reference mfide by the Court under that 
paragraph, and to the award and lo the decree foHowing thereon,”
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It is contended that by tlie operation of this para- 
graph the provisions of paragraph 5 will apply to 
the present case. This contention, to my mind, is Pbasad 
■quite untenable. What is actually meant by para- 
graph 19 is that where there is an order of reference baijkath 
made by the Court under paragraph 17 “ the forego- Peasad 
ing provisions ” shall be applicable to all proceedings Bamaset, 
under the order of reference. It by no means follows chatterji,
that the Court, before it is competent to make an order j.
of reference, can exercise the powers conferred under 
paragraph 5. Otherwise it would be stultifying the 
very provisions of paragraph 19. Dr, Mitter in 
support of his contention relies upon Bhagwan Das v. 
Gurda'i/d(^), Fam l Ilalii v. Prag NaminP) and ZaJiur 
'Ahmad v. TasUm-un-nissa(}). In the case of 
Bhagivan Das v. Gurdayali}) the facts were that it 
was not known whether the arbitrators named in the 
agreement were actually willing to proceed with the 
arbitration. The trial Court dismissed the applica
tion on the ground that the plaintiff had no cause of 
action. On appeal it was held that before the aDpli- 
cation could be dismissed it should be ascertained 
whether in fact the arbitrators were unwilling to act.
The case was, therefore, remanded to ascertain t^e 
real facts. In the course of the judgment, however,
Walsh, J. observed, that if any of the arbitrators 
was unwilling to act, the Court in exexcise of its 
powers under paragraph 5 can appoint somebodv else 
in his place and then refer the matter to arbitrat '̂on.
With all respect to the. learned Judge, I am unaWe to 
agree with his view. As I have already pointed out, 
paragraph 5 can come into play only after there has 
been an order of reference made by the Court. The 
?ame view was followed in Fazal Il'ahi v. Pracf 
Naraini^) where Walsh, J. was one of the Judges who 
iecided it. In this case the learned Judges go further

(1 (1921) 19 All. L . J. 823.
(2) (1922) I. L. E. 44 AIL 523.
(8 (1925) I. li, E. 48 All. 27.
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1940, and state “  I f  it were necessary, we should be pre- 
"'5^1™' pared to hold that the words in paragraph 17. sub- 

Peasad danse (4) (which enables a Court to make an order of 
Baiusey i.0ference to a particular arbitrator at the time of 
Baitoath filing the reference), ‘ i f  there is no such provision 

Peasad and the parties cannot agree ^ cover a case where 
Bamasby.  ̂ provision for a Darticular arbitrator
Chatteeji, who is either dead or has retired. I f  he has died or 

J- ’ refused to act, it is as thoiiRh there were no provi
sions ” . With all respect I must say this is an 
extreme view which is not iustihed by the clear provi
sions of clause (4) o f paragraph 17.

The decision in Zaliur 'Ahmad v. Taslim-un- 
nissa(^) does not reallv support the contention of 
Dr. Mitter. There the question was whether an 
order revoking; a reference under paras:raph 17 was 
appealable. In the course of the iudgment Sulai- 
man, J. referred to the decisions in Bhagwan Das v. 
Gurdayal{^) and Fa '̂nl IlaM v. Pracf Narain{^), but it 
does not appear that he approved o f those cases.

On the other hand, Mr. B. C. I)e for the resnon- 
• dents has referred to the oi MutJiyal'  ̂ Nnm~ 

yana-pva Y. Muthyala RawMhandraffai^), B(lp: 
''Aidl l̂ Bawid y. 'ffaji 'AMul Aziz(^) and Eajani 
Kanta Karati y. Panclim an, Karati{^). These cases 
support the view which I  have already expressed. In 
the case of Mtith/ala Naraj/am'pva v. Muthvah
Ramaclhandra'ppa(^) the parties privately agrreed, to
refer their disputes to certain named arbitrators, but 
the agreement did not contain any provision as to 
what should be done in case any of the arbitrators died 
in the course, of the arbitration proceedings, and oue 
of them died in the course of such proceedings. It

'2) (i92n 19 All. J. 823.
f3) (1922) I. li. B . 44 All. 623.
f4) fl930) I. L. B. 54 Mad. 469.
(5) (193.3) I. L. B. 9 Luck 321,
(6) I. L. R. [1937] 2 CaJ. 484.
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was held that the apfreement became inoperative and 
came to an end on the death of the arbitrator and 
that it could not therefore be filed in Court imder Peasad
paragraph 17 of the Second Schedule of the Code of 
Civil Procedure. In the case of H aji A bdul Hamid baunath
V . H aji A hdul A zizĈ ) it was held that an agreement Pbasad
to refer a matter to certain specified arbitrators 
becomes void and of no effect if one or more of the Chattebji, 
arbitrators dies or refuses to act and thus makes the 
agreement incapable of performance, and in such a, 
case the Court has no -jurisdiction under clause (̂ ) of 
parag r̂aph 17 of the Second Schedule of the Code of 
Civil Procedure to make a reference to the arbitrators 
who are willing to act. In this case it was pointed 
out that paragra-oh 5 can come into operation only 
when an order of reference has already been made 
under pa.ragraDh 17. This, to m.y mind, is the 
correct view of■ the law.

In the case of Rajani Kanta Karati v. Panchanan 
Karatim  it was held that “ an agreement to have a 
disDute settled by one or more individuals is one thing, 
and an agreement to go to arbitration rather than to 
litigation in the Courts is another. Where, by an 
agreement, parties decide to settle disputes bv the 
arbitration of ascertained persons without the inter
vention of the Court, in a proceeding fGllowing the 
filing of the award under paragraph 20 of the Second 
Schedule to the Code of Civil Procedure, the Court 
has no powder under paragraph. 5 to direct the 
appointmeint of a new arbitrator in the place of one 
declining to act No doubt it was held in this case 
that paragraph 5 will have no application even after 
the order of reference is made under paragraph 17.
It is unnecessary for the purposes of this case, to 
decide whether that view is correct or not. The case, 
however, is an authority for the proposition that the
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Court cannot substitute any arbitrator in the place of
Taba arbitrator named by the parties themselves in

Pbasad their agreement,
B a l ia se y

Dr. Mitter also referred to the case of Pestonjee 
^us^urwanjee v. Ma/iiochjee and Co.{^); but that case 

Bamasbx. merely decided that where certain persons â r̂eed to 
submit their differences to the arbitration of one or 

HATTMiJi, specified persons, no party to such an agreement
could revoke the submission to arbitration unless for 
good cause, and that a mere arbitrary revocation of 
the authority could not be permitted. This case is, 
therefore, of no assistance to the appellants.

There is another serious objection to the filing 
of the agreement. The agreement was between the 
two brothers, and the parties to the partition suit 
include their minor sons also. In fact, the minor 
sons also are parties to the present proceeding 
under paragraph 17 of the Second Schedule of 
the Code of Civil Procedure.; From the agree
ment it appears that the elder brother is to get 
more than ten annas in the joint family properties. 
A' serious question may arise as to whether this agree
ment would be binding on the minor sons of the 
younger brother who agreed to take a little over five 
annas in the place of eight annas which would be his 
normal share.

For the reasons which 1 have given above, I am 
of opinion that the Court below was quite right in 
refusing to make an order of reference. I would 
accordingly dismiss the appeal with costs.
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JIarrxes, G .J.^1 agree.

S .A .K .

{1} (1868) 12 Moo. I. A. U2!,


